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Abstract
We characterize all additive mappings preserving (classical) numerical range on various
subalgebras of Mn: the subalgebra of all diagonal matrices Dn, the subalgebra of all (up-
per) triangular matrices Tn and subalgebras of block diagonal and block triangular matrices.
Characterizations obtained show that in some cases, Mn for example, all such preservers are
linear. On the other hand, we show that the group of all additive preservers on Tn contains
some additional mappings. © 2001 Elsevier Science Inc. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
The numerical range (or field of values, see [3,4]) of A ∈Mn, the algebra of all
complex n× n matrices, is the set
W(A) = {〈Ax, x〉 | x ∈ Cn, ‖x‖ = 1} ,
where we used standard notation 〈x, y〉 for the inner product of x and y from Cn and
‖x‖2 = 〈x, x〉. Its importance in both pure and applied mathematics is well known
[3,4]. In the past two decades a lot of research has been done on the linear preserver
problems connected with this notion and its generalizations (see [11, Chapter 6],
or visit the home page of Prof. C.-K. Li: http://www.math.wm.edu/∼ckli). First of
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them is the result of Pellegrini [9] about the numerical range preserving operators on
a Banach algebra. Among the latest let us mention only the characterization [6] of
linear mappings preserving numerical range on Tn, the algebra of all upper triangu-
lar matrices in Mn, and some more general results on algebras of block triangular
matrices [2]. Also, in recent years there is a growing interest in additive mappings
preserving some property [1,8,10].
The purpose of this paper is to present some results about additive numerical
range preserving mappings on some subalgebras of Mn containing Dn, the sub-
algebra of all diagonal matrices in Mn. In general, comparing with the set of all
linear preservers of some matrix invariant on a matrix algebra, the set of all additive
preservers is either the same (or at least does not differ very much from it) or is
much bigger than it, and sometimes can have no interesting structure (e.g., preserving
spectrum on Tn). We show that in the cases of Tn and algebras of block triangular
matrices besides linear there exist some interesting additive preservers of numerical
range. On the other hand, all additive numerical range preserving mappings on Mn
and on algebras of block diagonal matrices are linear. Recall that up to unitary sim-
ilarity, algebras of block diagonal matrices and algebras of block (upper) triangular
matrices are all the possible C∗-subalgebras and nest subalgebras, respectively, in
Mn. Hence, the results obtained and the techniques used might provide some new
information to those interested in algebra maps and preservers of any kind on such
subalgebras.
The paper is organized as follows: first we present some standard notations and
some well-known facts about the numerical range. In the second part we begin with
the investigation of additive preservers of numerical range on Dn. We then consider
matrices with some nonzero nondiagonal entries. We show in Proposition 2, Cor-
ollary 7 and Theorem 8 that additive preservers of numerical range on Dn, on Mn
and on the algebras of block diagonal matrices are in fact linear. The third section
is devoted to additive maps preserving numerical range and the form of such maps
on (upper) triangular matrices. We present an interesting map that is not linear and
formulate in Theorem 11 the main result of the paper, the characterization of all
additive numerical range preserving mappings on Tn. In the last part we use all
these results to describe (in Theorem 18) the group of all additive numerical range
preservers on algebras of block triangular matrices. In particular, this result covers
the before-mentioned cases of Mn and Tn.
Let us give some definitions and notations we use in this paper. First, Ejk, 1 
j, k  n, are elements of the standard basis of the algebra Mn of all complex n× n
matrices. We identify Cn with the space of all n× 1 complex matrices. Hence, we
shall sometimes write y∗x instead of 〈x, y〉 and x∗x for ‖x‖2. Also, for x and y
in Cn the square matrix x ⊗ y (= xy∗) is defined by its action as a rank one lin-
ear operator on Cn: for each z ∈ Cn we have (x ⊗ y)z = 〈z, y〉x. The closed disk
with center c ∈ C and radius r is r (c) = {z ∈ C | |z− c|  r}. We write r if c =
0 and T for {z ∈ C | |z| = 1}. The (closed) elliptical disk with z and w as its fo-
ci, and the length of its minor semiaxis equal to b > 0, is denoted by E(z, w; b).
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Recall that its boundary, ellipse is determined uniquely by five different points ly-
ing on it. The convex hull of sets P and R is denoted by co(P,R). In particular,
when R = {x1, . . . , xs}, we simplify notation to co(P, x1, . . . , xs). By convention,
diag(a1, . . . , an) = a1E11 + · · · + anEnn ∈ Dn.
Our exposition rests mainly on well-known facts about numerical range of matri-
ces presented at the beginning of [6], where authors collected some basic knowledge
from the first chapters of books [3,4]. For easy reference we include the following.
Proposition 1. Let A ∈Mn, let [α, β] = W((A+ A∗)/2) and [γ, δ] = W((A−
A∗)/2i). Then:
(i) λ ∈ C is a nondifferentiable boundary point of W(A) if and only if there exist
k ∈ N, k < n, andA2 ∈Mn−k with λ /∈ W(A2) such that A is unitarily similar
to λIk ⊕ A2.
(ii) Re W(A) = {Re (z) | z ∈ W(A)} = [α, β].
(iii) Im W(A) = {Im (z) | z ∈ W(A)} = [γ, δ].
2. Block diagonal matrices
We started with the question as to what the images of diagonal matrices under an
additive numerical range preserving map are.
Proposition 2. Let T : Dn →Mn be an additive mapping. The following asser-
tions are equivalent:
(1) W(T (A)) = W(A) for each A ∈ Dn.
(2) There exist orthonormal elements u1, u2, . . . , un in Cn such that for each A =
diag(a1, a2, . . . , an) ∈ Dn we have T (A) =∑nj=1 ajuj ⊗ uj .
(3) There exists a unitary matrix U such that T (A) = UAU∗ for each A ∈ Dn.
Proof. (1)⇒ (2): Let us write Fj = T (Ejj) for each j  n. Preserving numer-
ical range on Dn implies I = T (I) = T (∑nj=1 Ejj) =∑nj=1 Fj . Next, W(Fj ) =
W(Ejj) = [0, 1] yields {0, 1} ⊆ σ(Fj ) ⊆ [0, 1] which further implies tr(Fj )  1.
From W(Fj ) = [0, 1] and n = tr(I ) =∑nj=1 tr(Fj )  n it follows that all Fj are
positive semidefinite rank one operators with spectra {0, 1}. Hence, they can be
written as uj ⊗ uj for some vectors uj ∈ Cn with ‖uj‖ = 1.
Suppose j /= k and let A = Ejj + Ekk. Write uk = αuj + βv with v ⊥ uj , ‖v‖ =
1. Then 1 = ‖uk‖2 = |α|2 + |β|2 and 〈T (A)uj , uj 〉 = 〈(uj ⊗ uj + uk ⊗ uk)uj , uj 〉
= 1 + |α|2 ∈ W(A) = [0, 1] which implies α = 0.
It remains to verify that T (aEjj) = aFj for each a ∈ C and j  n. This is cer-
tainly true for a ∈ Z. Pick an a ∈ C\Z and denote T (aEjj) by Gj . Now, aW(Gj ) =
[0, |a|2] yields that aGj are positive semidefinite matrices with a∑j Gj = |a|2I .
Computing traces as above, we can show that aGj are rank one operators. Fixing
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a and j we have Gj = av ⊗ v for some v ∈ Cn with norm one. But then T ((1 +
a)Ejj) = uj ⊗ uj + av ⊗ v is a rank one operator as well. This is possible if and
only if v is a multiple of uj . Hence, v ⊗ v = uj ⊗ uj and T (aEjj) = auj ⊗ uj .
Such a result holds for each j and for all scalars. Using additivity again, we finally
prove the formula in the second assertion.
(2)⇒ (3): Define a unitary matrix U by writing elements uj , j = 1, 2, . . . , n,
as its consecutive columns. We get the result by computing
U∗T (A)U = U∗
 n∑
j=1
ajuj ⊗ uj
U
=
∑
j
ajU
∗uj ⊗ U∗uj
=
∑
j
aj ej ⊗ ej = A
for each A = diag(a1, a2, . . . , an) ∈ Dn. Here we use ej to denote elements of the
standard basis of Cn.
The fact that (3) implies (1) is well known. 
Suppose that the range of T is contained in Tn. Then T (Ejj) = uj ⊗ uj is a rank
one triangular matrix for each j = 1, 2, . . . , n, which is possible if and only if each
uj has only one nonzero entry of modulus 1. Write uj = αek with a suitable α ∈ T
and an appropriate k ∈ N, k  n. Then uj ⊗ uj = αek ⊗ αek = ek ⊗ ek . The or-
thogonality of uj , 1  j  n, shows that U has to be a permutation matrix. More-
over, T actually maps into Dn. In this way we arrive at the following result, which
has been presented for linear preservers from Dn into itself already in [6].
Corollary 3. Let T : Dn →Tn be an additive mapping. It preserves numerical
range onDn if and only if there exists a permutation matrix P such that T (A) = PAPt
for all A ∈ Dn.
Let V be a vector subspace of some linear space X and v1, v2, . . . , vk any elements
of X. We write lin(V , v1, v2, . . . , vk) for the linear span of V and {v1, v2, . . . , vk}.
Now we look at the subspace of Mn generated by Ekm and Dn.
Lemma 4. Let k and m /= k belong to {1, . . . , n}. An additive mapping T from
lin(Dn, Ekm) into Mn preserves numerical range on lin(Dn, Ekm) if and only if
there exist orthonormal elements u1, u2, . . . , un in Cn such that for all A =
diag(a1, a2, . . . , an)+ bEkm ∈ lin(Dn, Ekm) one of the following possibilities holds:
1. T (A) =∑nj=1 ajuj ⊗ uj + buk ⊗ um,
2. T (A) =∑nj=1 ajuj ⊗ uj + bum ⊗ uk,
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3. T (A) =∑nj=1 ajuj ⊗ uj + buk ⊗ um,
4. T (A) =∑nj=1 ajuj ⊗ uj + bum ⊗ uk .
Proof. The proof of necessity is done in two steps. In the first of them, considering
two cases, we find T (Ekm) in terms of the action of T on diagonal matrices. In the
second step we are interested in the images of multiples of Ekm.
Step 1. We begin with a particular case: k = 1, m = 2.
Case 1. n = 2. By Proposition 2, since T preserves numerical range on D2, there
exists a unitary matrix U (with columns u1 and u2) such that we haveU∗T (A)U = A
for every A ∈ D2. Let
F =
[
a b
c d
]
be U∗T (E12)U . Numerical range determines the spectrum on M2 and hence, from
W(F) = W(E12) = 1/2 we deduce that σ(F ) = σ(E12) = {0}. Then a + d =
tr(F ) = 0 and ad − bc = det(F ) = 0 which yields a = −d = √α, where we write
α = −bc. The matrix E11 + E12 has eigenvalues 0 and 1. By the additivity of T we
have
U∗T (E11 + E12)U =
[
1 +√α b
c −√α
]
.
The same argument as before gives us that the determinant of this matrix has also to
be zero. This reduces to bc = 0 which further shows that in F either b or c is the only
nonzero entry. This entry has modulus 1 by preservation of numerical range. Suppose
b is nonzero and hence, an element of T. If b = 1, then U∗FU = E12 which is equiv-
alent to F = u1 ⊗ u2. If b /= 1, substituting bu2 by v we have T (E22) = v ⊗ v and
T (E12) = bu1 ⊗ u2 = u1 ⊗ v. Of course, we get an analogous result if we analyze
T (zE12) for any complex z.
Case 2. n  3. Let α = exp(2π i/n) and D = diag(α, α2, . . . , αn−1, 1). Proposi-
tion 2 yields the existence of an orthonormal basis {u1, . . . , un} such that T (D)uk =
αkuk . Fix a nonzero complex number b with |b| small enough for numerical ranges
of matrices A = D + bE12 and B = 2D + bE12 to have α3, . . . , 1 (2α3, . . . , 2, re-
spectively) as nondifferentiable extreme points (and hence, as their eigenvalues with
algebraic multiplicities all equal to 1). By the preservation of numerical range the
same holds for T (A) and T (B). Thus, for each k  3 there exist unit eigenvectors
vk and wk such that T (A)vk = αkvk and T (B)wk = 2αkwk . Furthermore, for such k
we have 2αk = 〈T (B)wk,wk〉 = 〈T (A)wk,wk〉 + 〈T (D)wk,wk〉 or, equivalently,
αk = (〈T (A)wk,wk〉 + 〈T (D)wk,wk〉)/2. As αk is an extreme point of W(A) ⊇
W(D), it follows that 〈T (A)wk,wk〉 = αk = 〈T (A)vk, vk〉 and 〈T (D)wk,wk〉 =
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αk = 〈T (D)uk, uk〉. Corresponding eigenspaces are one-dimensional and conse-
quently, vk and wk are scalar multiples of uk for each k  3.
Moreover, the restriction of T (A) to the linear span Y of {uk| k  3} coincides
with the corresponding restriction of D. Let X = lin(u1, u2) = Y⊥. From the first
assertion in Proposition 1 it follows that X is invariant under T (A) and W(T (A)) =
co(W(T (A)|X), α3, . . . , 1). Together with W(T (A)) = W(A) = co(E(α, α2; |b|),
α3, . . . , 1) this implies the equality W(T (A)|X) = E(α, α2; |b|). Now, T (bE12) =
T (A)− T (D) gives in particular T (bE12)|X = T (A)|X − T (D)|X and T (bE12)|X⊥
= 0. In this way we reduced this case to a problem similar to the case 1 above
(for each nonzero b with small modulus). Applying the same technique as there
we see that for a fixed b we have either T (bE12) = µ(b)u1 ⊗ u2 or T (bE12) =
µ(b)u2 ⊗ u1, where µ(b) denotes a complex number satisfying |µ(b)| = |b|.
To continue, we may suppose that for some j ∈ N we have T (j−1E12)
= µ(j−1)u1 ⊗ u2. Then, by additivity, T (E12) = jµ(j−1)u1 ⊗ u2 having 1/2 as
its numerical range. Defining µ = jµ(j−1) we get T (E12) = µu1 ⊗ u2 with µ be-
ing independent of j by additivity and, substituting µu2 by v if necessary, we arrive
at the result as in the first case.
Step 2. We may and do assume that T (E12) = u⊗ v, where u and v are unit vec-
tors in Cn determined by T (E11) = u⊗ u and T (E22) = v ⊗ v, and that for each
b ∈ C having sufficiently small modulus we have either T (bE12) = µ(b)u⊗ v or
T (bE12) = µ(b)v ⊗ u with |µ(b)| = |b|.
Let c be a small nonzero complex number such that T (cE12) = µ(c)v ⊗ u. Then
(1 + c)E12 has only 0 in its spectrum while this is no longer true for T ((1 + c)E12).
This shows that for all b ∈ C sufficiently small we have T (bE12) = µ(b)u⊗ v. The
additivity of T implies T (bE12) = bu ⊗ v for all real b.
Adding T (bE12) and T (cE12) with small b and c we get by the preservation of
numerical ranges (in these cases they are disks centered at 0 with radii |µ(b)| and
|µ(c)|) the equation |µ(b + c)| = |µ(b)+ µ(c)|. Taking into account that µ(b) = b
for real b we see that either µ(c) = c or µ(c) = c for all c with small moduli. The
additivity of T allows us to extend this identity over whole C.
Having chosen T (E12) = v ⊗ u we would get either T (bE12) = bv ⊗ u for all
b ∈ C or T (bE12) = bv ⊗ u. This finishes proof of the necessity part.
For the other direction recall that (a) the mappings considered are additive, (b) for
each (a1, . . . , an) ∈ Cn and each b ∈ C we have
W
(
diag(a1, . . . , an)+ bE12
)= co(E(a1, a2; |b|), a3, . . . , an)
= co
(
W
([
a1 b
0 a2
])
,W
(
diag(a3, . . . , an)
))
and (c) numerical ranges are preserved under unitary similarity, transposition [6] and
in the 2 by 2 (upper) triangular case also by conjugation of the nondiagonal nonzero
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entry. This proves that all four mappings of the above kind are additive and preserve
numerical ranges on lin(Dn, E12). 
As we see the property of preserving numerical range is not enough to get linearity
in the above situation. But linearity can be achieved if we consider the subspace of
Mn generated by diagonal matrices, Ejk and its transpose.
Corollary 5. Let T be an additive mapping from X = lin(Dn, Ejk, Ekj ) ⊆Mn in-
to Mn, where j and k are fixed, 1  j < k  n. Then W(T (A)) = W(A) for each
A ∈ X if and only if there exists a unitary matrix U such that either T (A) = UAU∗
for all A ∈ X or T (A) = UAtU∗ on X. In particular, T is linear.
Proof. It is well known [5,9] that mappings of the given form are numerical range
preserving linear mappings. For the other direction we use the above result for spaces
X1 = lin(Dn, Ejk) and X2 = lin(Dn, Ekj). The matrix Ejk + Ekj has 1 and −1 in
its spectrum which shows that if T (Ejk) = uj ⊗ uk , then T (Ekj) = uk ⊗ uj (and
similarly in the other case). Let b ∈ C\R. Then spectrum of b(Ejk + Ekj) contains
b and −b which is generally not the case if T acts with conjugation on any of both
subspaces. Hence, only the two given forms of T are possible. 
Example. In spite of this result the mapping T :M3 →M3, defined on X =
lin(D3, E12, E21, E23) by
T :
a α 0β b γ
0 0 c
 →
a α 0β b γ
0 0 c
 ,
is additive and preserves the numerical range. This is trivial for real γ while for
nonreal γ we have to check that both numerical ranges coincide. For any unit vector
v = (x, y, z)t in C3 we define u = (x, y, zγ /γ )t. This is a unit vector and it is easy
to see that
u∗T (A)u = a|x|2 + b|y|2 + c|z|2 + αxy + βyx + γ yz = v∗Av.
Hence, W(T (A)) ⊇ W(A) and from T 2 = Id it follows that W(T (A)) = W(A).
In view of this example the next result looks promising. Moreover, we shall use it
later.
Lemma 6. Let T be an additive mapping from X = lin(D3, E12, E23, E31) ⊂M3
intoM3 such that T (A) = A for all A ∈ D3. Then W(T (A)) = W(A) for all A ∈ X
if and only if there exists a unitary matrix D ∈ D3 such that either T (A) = DAD∗
on X or T (A) = DAtD∗ for all A ∈ X.
Proof. For each j ∈ {1, 2, 3} we have T (Ejj) = Ejj = ej ⊗ ej . In the proof of
Lemma 4 we have seen that T (E12) is either αE12 or αE21, T (E23) is either βE23
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or βE32 and T (E31) is either γE31 or γE13 with some α, β and γ in T. The
matrix A = E12 + E23 + E31 is invertible with σ(A) = {exp(2j/3) | j = 0, 1, 2}
and W(A) = co(σ (A)). In particular, det(A) = 1. The matrix T (A) has the same
numerical range; hence, the same spectrum and finally, the same determinant as A.
Using additivity this shows by inspection that T (A) is either αE12 + βE23 + γE31
or its transpose, where αβγ = 1. For example, denoting u1 = αe1, u2 = e2 and
u3 = βe3 in the first case gives a unitary transformation (with the corresponding
matrix D = diag(α, 1, β)) such that T˜ (Ejk) = D∗T (Ejk)D = Ejk for all Ejk ∈ X. A
similar substitution defines another D which handles the transposed case.
Now, T˜ is also an additive mapping preserving numerical range on X and being
identity on D3. Suppose we have T˜ (E12) = E12. By Lemma 4 either T˜ (aE12) =
aE12 for all a ∈ C or T˜ (aE12) = aE12 (and similarly for the images of multiples
of E23 and E31). For nonreal a, b and c we have det(aE12 + bE23 + cE31) = abc
which is equal to det(T˜ (aE12 + bE23 + cE31)) if and only if T˜ (zEjk) = zEjk for all
z ∈ C and all Ejk ∈ X. Determinant is invariant under transposition; hence, a similar
reasoning completes the proof also in the case when T˜ (E12) = E21.
Again, the if part is trivial. 
A characterization of additive preservers of numerical range on the whole Mn
follows easily. The result shows that the set of all such preservers coincides with the
set of all linear preservers of numerical range (see also [5,7,9]).
Corollary 7. An additive mapping T :Mn →Mn preserves numerical range on
Mn if and only if there exists a unitary matrix U ∈Mn such that either T (A) =
UAU∗ for all A ∈Mn or T (A) = UAtU∗ for all A ∈Mn.
Proof. The case n = 2 is the content of Corollary 5.
Suppose n  3. It is clear that T of the given form preserves the numerical range.
For the other direction, recall that T preserves the numerical range onDn. By Propo-
sition 2 there exists a unitary matrix V such that T (A) = VAV∗ for each A ∈ Dn. De-
fine T˜ :Mn →Mn by T˜ (A) = V ∗T (A)V . Then T˜ is an additive numerical range
preserving map, which is identity onDn. Also, for each j /= k from {1, 2, . . . , n} the
subspace lin{Dn, Ejk, Ekj} is invariant under T˜ by Corollary 5. Then for each j /= k
either T˜ (Ejk) = αjkEjk or T˜ (Ejk) = αkjEkj with αkj = αjk ∈ T in both cases.
Suppose T˜ (E12) = α12E12 (and hence, T˜ (E21) = α21E21). It follows from
Lemma 6 that for each k > 2 we have T˜ (E2k) = α2kE2k and T˜ (Ek1) = αk1Ek1 with
α12α2kαk1 = 1 or, equivalently, α2k = α12αk1 = α12α1k . But then also T˜ (Ek2) =
αk2Ek2 and T˜ (E1k) = α1kE1k with αk2 = α2k = α1kα12. For k = 3 we get T˜ (E13)
= α13E13 and we continue with a triple E13, E3k and Ek1 to get T˜ (E3k) = α3kE3k
(and T˜ (Ek3) = αk3Ek3) with α3k = α13α1k (and αk3 = α1kα13). Repeating this we
finally find T˜ (Ejk) = α1jα1kEjk for each j and k in {2, . . . , n}. Writing S =
diag(1, α12, . . . , α1n) one can easily check that for 1  j, k  n we have ST˜ (Ejk)S∗
= Ejk. Hence, T (Ejk) = V S∗EjkSV ∗ = UEjkU∗ with a unitary matrix U = V S∗.
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It remains to prove homogeneity. First, T is linear onDn by Proposition 2. Denote
lin(Ejj, Ekk, Ejk, Ekj) by X and look at TX = (U∗T (·)U)|X. Corollary 5 yields that
TX is identity on X. It follows that T (A) = UAU∗ for each A ∈Mn.
The case T˜ (E12) = α21E21 can be handled in a similar manner producing T (A) =
UAtU∗ for each A ∈Mn. 
Corollaries 3 and 7 can be viewed as special cases of the following theorem
in which we give a characterization of all additive mappings on the block diag-
onal matrices preserving the numerical range. Let r, n ∈ N, r  n and n = n1 +
· · · + nr . Define sk = n1 + · · · + nk for k  r and s0 = 0. We denote the algebra
of all block diagonal matrices with consecutive (square) blocks of sizes n1, . . . , nr
by D(n1, . . . , nr ), and write A ∈ D(n1, . . . , nr ) in the form A = diag(A1, . . . , An)
with Am ∈Mnm for each 1  m  r. Accordingly, we use B(n1, . . . , nr ) for the
algebra Mn, when its elements are partitioned in blocks with the block diagonal in
D(n1, . . . , nr ). A matrix P ∈ B(n1, . . . , nr ) is called a block permutation matrix if
in each of its (block) rows or columns only one (square) block is nonzero and it is
the identity of the appropriate size.
Theorem 8. Let T : D(n1, . . . , nr )→ D(n1, . . . , nr ) be an additive mapping. It
preserves the numerical range on D(n1, . . . , nr ) if and only if there exist a block
permutation matrix P ∈ B(n1, . . . , nr ) and a unitary matrix U ∈ D(n1, . . . , nr )
such that T (A) = PU diag(Ao1, . . . , Aor )U∗P t for every A = diag(A1, . . . , Ar) ∈
D(n1, . . . , nr ), where U = diag(U1, . . . , Ur) and for each m ∈ N, 1  m  r, a
matrix Aom denotes either Am for all Am ∈Mnm or Aom = Atm for all Am ∈Mnm .
Proof. By Proposition 2 there exist orthonormal elements uj , 1  j  n, in Cn
such that T (Ejj) = uj ⊗ uj . First, we show that this matrix has nonzero entries in
one block only. The ordered partition n1, . . . , nr of n = n1 + · · · + nr induces a
blocking of the standard baseB in Cn. Hence, we useB1 for the block of e1, . . . , en1 ,
B2 for the next n2 elements etc. Fix j and suppose uj has nonzero coefficients with
respect to elements in two blocks. But then uj ⊗ uj also has nonzero coefficient at
some Ekm (and Emk) outside of the diagonal blocks. By the description of T this is
impossible.
Next, if Ejj and Ekk belong to one block, sm−1 < j < k  sm for m ∈ {1, . . . , r},
their images are also contained in one block. Namely, if they belong to different
blocks, Lemma 4 implies that T (Ejk) is either αuj ⊗ uk or αuk ⊗ uj , neither of
them belonging to D(n1, . . . , nr ). Moreover, the same lemma yields that also the
images of nondiagonal entries of a block have to be in the block determined by
diagonal entries.
Hence, the size of block containing T (Ejj) cannot be less than the size of block
containing Ejj. As this holds for each j and for all blocks, sizes of blocks and their
images have to be the same. Hence, if a suitable permutation π (with P denoting
the corresponding matrix) on the set of blocks of the same size is done, we may
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assume that TP (A) = P tT (A)P preserves numerical range and the position of
blocks. It is additive and thus, its restriction to mth block is in fact an additive
numerical range preserver on Mnm for each m ∈ N, 1  m  r . By Corollary 7 we
know that there exists a unitary matrix Um ∈Mnm such that this restriction is either
of the form Am −→ UmAmU∗m for all Am ∈Mnm or of the form Am −→ UmAtmU∗m
for all Am ∈Mnm .
The proof of the reverse implication is a simple verification. 
3. Triangular matrices
In this section we devote our attention to the additive numerical range preservers
on the algebra Tn.
It is known [2,6] that on application of an appropriate diagonal unitary similarity
each linear preserver of the numerical range on Tn is either identity or transpo-
sition over anti-diagonal. We shall call this other transposition a flip (see [12, p.
74]), and denote it by F. Hence F : A → Af = EAtE, where E =∑nj=1 Ej,n+1−j ,
or [Af ]jk = an+1−k,n+1−j . For each n  2 let Gn stand for the group of additive
mappings from Tn to Tn, generated by diagonal unitary similarities (i.e., mappings
A → UAU∗ with a unitary U), by flip F and by the map G, defined by
G :

a11 a12 · · · a1n
0
... A11
0
 −→

a11 a1n · · · a12
0
... A
f
11
0

(here, A11 ∈Tn−1 is the corresponding principal submatrix of A), with composition
as group operation. It is evident that G is additive. More important is the observation
that it preserves the numerical range on Tn.
Proposition 9. Elements of the group Gn preserve the numerical range on Tn.
Proof. First, diagonal unitary similarities mapTn onTn and preserve the numerical
range of a matrix. Next, F 2 = G2 = IdTn which certainly preserves the numeri-
cal range. Also, composition of two additive range preserving mappings is addi-
tive and preserves the numerical range. Moreover, flip preserves the numerical range
on Tn: for any unit vector x = (x1, x2, . . . , xn)t we define unit vector y = Ex =
(xn, xn−1, . . . , x1)t and verify that for each A ∈Tn
〈Af y, y〉 = y∗Af y = (Ex)∗AfEx = xtE2AtE2x = (x∗Ax)t = 〈Ax, x〉.
It remains to confirm that G preserves the numerical range. For each A ∈Tn and any
x as above let
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z1 =
{
x1 if
∑n
j=2 a1j xj = 0,
x1(
∑n
j=2 a1j xj )/(
∑n
j=2 a1j xj ) otherwise.
Then one readily checks that z = (z1, xn, . . . , x2)t is also a unit vector and
〈G(A)z, z〉 = z∗G(A)z = (z1, xn, . . . , x2)G(A)(z1, xn, . . . , x2)t = x∗Ax.
It follows that W(G(A)) = W(A). 
To prove the converse we recall the following result which is just a restatement of
Lemma 4 in the case n = 2.
Corollary 10. Let T :T2 →T2 be an additive mapping. It preserves the numerical
range on T2 if and only if there exists t ∈ T such that T has one of the following
forms:
T (A) =
[
a tb
0 c
]
, T (A) =
[
a tb
0 c
]
,
T (A) =
[
c tb
0 a
]
, T (A) =
[
c tb
0 a
]
for all A =
[
a b
0 c
]
∈T2.
In the mappings above one easily recognizes members of G2. The result which is
valid for general n is of the same nature.
Theorem 11. An additive mapping T :Tn →Tn preserves the numerical range if
and only if it belongs to Gn.
The proof of the general case will be done in three steps. In the first of them
we shall show that an additive preserver of numerical range can always be modified
by a diagonal unitary similarity to map the set of all Ejk, 1  j  k  n, onto itself.
Then we study special cases n = 3 and n = 4 to see which of those mappings that are
allowed by Corollary 10 do not preserve (some characteristic of) numerical range.
What remain are exactly mappings in G3 and G4, respectively. In the last step we use
information from the case n = 4 to finish the proof for general n.
Lemma 12. Let n ∈ N and T :Tn →Tn be an additive mapping preserving the
numerical range onTn. There exists a diagonal unitary matrix U such that for every
1  j  k  n we have UT(Ejk)U∗ ∈ {Elm|1  l  m  n}.
Proof. We begin with the case n = 3.
Recall that according to Corollary 3 T acts as a permutation onD3. Also, by Lem-
ma 4, for every 1  j  k  3 there exist α ∈ T and 1  l  m  3 such that we
have T (Ejk) = αElm. Hence, for A = E12 + E13 + E23 we have T (A) = rE12 +
sE13 + tE23 with r, s, t from T. Now, σ(A+ A∗) = {−1, 2} and W(A+ A∗)
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= [−1, 2]. FromW(A+ A∗)= 2 ReW(A)= 2 ReW(T (A)) = W(T (A)+ T (A)∗)
we see that there exists c ∈ [−1, 2] such that σ(T (A)+ T (A)∗) = {−1, c, 2}. To-
gether with tr T (A) = 0 = tr T (A)∗ this yields c=−1 and consequently, det(T (A)+
T (A)∗) = 2 Re (rst) = 2. Hence, s = rt and defining T˜ (B) = U∗T (B)U with U =
diag(r, 1, t) for each B ∈T3 we get an additive numerical range preserving map
T˜ :T3 →T3 such that T˜ (Ejk) ∈ {E12, E13, E23} for each j < k  3.
Let n > 3 and, using Lemma 4 again, define αjk ∈ T for all 1  j < k  n by
T (
∑
l<m Elm) =
∑
j<k αjkEjk. Preserving numerical ranges for principal 3 × 3 sub-
matrices that have images in lines j, j + 1 and k > j + 1 shows that factors αjk
have to satisfy conditions αjk = αj,j+1αj+1,k . An easy induction then shows that
αjk = αj,j+1αj+1,j+2 · · ·αk−1,k . Write uj = α12 · · ·αj−1,j for j  2, u1 = 1 and
U = diag(u1, u2, . . . , un). It remains to verify that for j < k we have[
U∗T
(∑
lm
Elm
)
U
]
jk
= ujαjkuk
= (α12 · · ·αj−1,j )αj,j+1 · · ·αk−1,k(α12 · · ·αj−1,j αj,j+1 · · ·αk−1,k)
= 1
with obvious modifications for the cases when j = 1 or k − j < 2. 
Lemma 13. Let T :T3 →T3 be an additive mapping. If T preserves the numerical
range on T3, then it belongs to G3.
Proof. Previous lemma shows that without loss of generality we may assume that
for each 1  j < k  3 there exists l < m such that T (Ejk) = Elm.
Take A = αE12 + βE13 + γE23 ∈T3 with arbitrary complex α, β and γ . Then
the diagonal of T (A) is zero and the upper right part of T (A) is a suitable permu-
tation of α, β and γ with some of them being also conjugated. Altogether this gives
3! × 23 = 48 possible matrices. Thanks to the flip one has to check only half of
them. We know that the traces of A and T (A) are 0; hence, ordering the eigenvalues
of A+ A∗ as λ1  λ2  λ3 and recalling that W(A+ A∗) = W(T (A)+ T (A)∗) =
[λ1, λ3] we get that 2 Re (αβγ ) = det(A+ A∗) = −λ1λ3(λ1 + λ3) = det(T (A)+
T (A)∗). Similarly, investigating (A− A∗)/i we get that det(−i(A− A∗)) =
−2 Im (αβγ ) = det(−i(T (A)− T (A)∗). We use these two simple criteria to find
out which matrices cannot be images of A.
In Lemma 4 we showed that a permutation of diagonal elements determines po-
sitions of nondiagonal elements. We focus on the following three permutations: to
identity, to the permutation that fixes E22 and to the transposition of E22 and E33. To
the first corresponds the original order (α, β, γ ) of nondiagonal entries with possible
conjugations, the second is accompanied by the change in order of nondiagonals:
(γ, β, α), and the last one gives a new order (β, α, γ ) above the diagonal. In the first
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case all possible combinations of conjugations on (α, β, γ )—except no conjugation
at all—change either det(A+ A∗) or det((A− A∗)/i), and the same happens in the
second case (this is the flip). In the third case, it is obvious that the triple (β, α, γ )
preserves both determinants, and simple calculations show that in general other pos-
sible positions of conjugation change at least one of them. This last case defines the
map G on T3.
All the other permutations can be obtained by composing those studied above,
and it is clear that what remain are only the mappings that can be described as com-
positions of flip and G. Hence, for all matrices
A =
a α β0 b γ
0 0 c

from T3 we get: they are either preserved or converted by T according to one of the
following forms:
F(A) =
c γ β0 b α
0 0 a
 , G(A) =
a β α0 c γ
0 0 b
 ,
FG(A) =
b γ α0 c β
0 0 a
 , GF(A) =
c β γ0 a α
0 0 b

or
GFG(A) = FGF(A) =
b α γ0 a β
0 0 c
 . 
Lemma 14. Each additive mapping T :T4 →T4 preserving the numerical range
on T4 belongs to G4.
Proof. As in the proof above we may assume that T maps the set of elementary
matrices Ejk in T4 onto itself. Let us first write down a general element of T4 to fix
notation
A =

a α β γ
0 b u v
0 0 c w
0 0 0 d
 .
Now we shall form all possible images by using the result forT3. Again, we start by
choosing a permutation of the diagonal elements. Let us consider only those permu-
tations that leave a at its position and the permutation, which reverses the order of
diagonals. As this last reverse the order of diagonal elements in each of its principal
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3 × 3 submatrices, its image must be the flip: first for each of its principal submatri-
ces, and consequently, for the whole matrix. And, as we know, the flip does preserve
the numerical range of A. If a permutation preserves a at its position, we know from
Lemma 13 the exact form of all possible images of the principal 3 × 3 submatrix
not containing a. But then we combine each possible form with the result, which
we get by mapping some other principal submatrix. It is easy to check that only two
possibilities satisfy all the requirements, namely, the identity and the one, which acts
as flip on the lower principal 3 × 3 submatrix and thus defines G, i.e.,
T (A) =

a γ β α
0 d w v
0 0 c u
0 0 0 b
 .
Other permutations of diagonal elements can be obtained by first using the flip and
then making a permutation that leaves d at the first position, or to use the flip after
G to get b at the top left corner, etc. Again, only some permutations give consis-
tent forms on principal 3 × 3 submatrices, and they can all be nicely described
by using indexed coefficients for diagonal entries. So, writing (a1, a2, a3, a4) in-
stead of (a, b, c, d), we have the following result: only the next eight orders of
diagonal elements belong to the numerical range preserving additive mappings: iden-
tity (a1, a2, a3, a4), flip F : (a4, a3, a2, a1), G : (a1, a4, a3, a2), FG : (a2, a3, a4, a1)
(notice: left shift in indices!), GF : (a4, a1, a2, a3) (right shift), GFG : (a2, a1, a4, a3),
FGF : (a3, a2, a1, a4) and GFGF = FGFG : (a3, a4, a1, a2). Each of them also
uniquely determines the corresponding combination of conjugations at nondiagonal
entries. 
Everything is prepared for the last step in the proof of Theorem 3.
Proposition 15. Let n > 4. An additive mapping T :Tn →Tn that preserves the
numerical range on Tn belongs to Gn.
Proof. According to Lemma 12 all images of matrices Ejk inTn under T are simul-
taneously unitarily similar (with a diagonal U ) to the matrices of the same kind, and
diagonal matrices are mapped to diagonal. Hence, as in the proof above, we have to
check that T performs an appropriate permutation of diagonal entries. This is done
inductively because we know that it is true for n  4.
So suppose the proposition holds for some n  4. This means that an additive
numerical range preserving mapping on Tn is in Gn and therefore, it maps the
diagonals (a1, a2, . . . , an) of elements in Tn to the elements having as its diag-
onal either (aj , aj+1, . . . , an, a1, a2, . . . , aj−1) or (aj , . . . , a1, an, . . . , aj+1), be-
sides these possible conjugations at nondiagonal entries are completely determined
by the order of diagonal entries. In the first case conjugation occurs at all entries in
the upper right block of size (n− j + 1)× (j − 1), while in the second case the size
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of such block is j × (n− j). As we have already seen in the proof of the preceding
Lemma, shift in either direction involves one application of G (combined with the
flip) which is the only one producing conjugation in the first row (in the last column,
if followed by the flip).
Let (a1, a2, . . . , an, an+1) be the diagonal of a matrix A in Tn+1 and let the
diagonal of its image begin with aj for some j ∈ {1, . . . , n+ 1}. Now look at the
lower principal n× n submatrix of A with diagonal (a2, . . . , an, an+1). By induction
hypothesis after applying T this diagonal is mapped to a diagonal with either ascend-
ing or descending indices (until n+ 1 or 2, respectively, and then again, beginning
with 2, or n+ 1). Hence, the order of diagonal elements is either (aj , . . . , an, an+1,
a2, . . . , aj−1) or (aj , . . . , a2, an+1, an, . . . , aj+1) and conjugation occurs at the up-
per right block as described above. But the same reasoning applies if we drop the
last column and row: now, the diagonal (a1, . . . , an) has to be mapped either to
(aj , . . . , an, a1, a2, . . . , aj−1) in the first case or to (aj , . . . , a2, a1, an, . . . , aj+1) in
the second. The numerical range of the 4 × 4 principal submatrix having (a1, a2, an,
an+1) as its diagonal must also be preserved, hence only two possibilities remain.
The first is given by the following order of diagonal entries: (aj , . . . , an, an+1, a1,
a2, . . . , aj−1), and the second is characterized by (aj ,. . . ,a2, a1, an+1, an, . . . , aj+1).
The positions of conjugated entries are determined by the images of already consid-
ered principal submatrices and fit to the scheme mentioned above. This shows that
only maps of the form, which are generated by F and G, are additive and preserve
the numerical range. 
As a special case we rediscover the result from [6].
Corollary 16. A linear map L :Tn →Tn preserves the numerical range if and
only if there exists a unitary diagonal matrix U such that either L(A) = UAU∗ for
all A ∈Tn or L(A) = UAf U∗ for all A ∈Tn.
4. Block triangular matrices
Our results make it possible to obtain a characterization of all additive numeri-
cal range preservers on the subalgebra T(n1, . . . , nr ) of Mn consisting of all r ×
r block (upper) triangular matrices [Apq] such that App ∈Mnp for all p  r and
Apq = 0 whenever r  p > q  1. The general form of linear mappings preserving
the numerical range on this subalgebra has been recently described in [2] in greater
generality using other methods. To make the formulation of theorem shorter we first
consider a map of special type that can occur if there is a sort of symmetry in the
sizes of diagonal blocks.
If there exists j0 ∈ N such that nk = nj0+1−k for all k ∈ N, 1  k  j0, and
nr+1−k = nj0+k for all k ∈ N, 1  k  r − j0, then each A ∈T(n1, . . . , nr ) can
be presented as
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A1 A12
0 A2
]
with diagonal blocks being square matrices of sizes m1 = n1 + · · · + nj0 and m2 =
n−m1, respectively, but their internal diagonal blocks lying symmetrically with
respect to anti-diagonals of A1 and A2, respectively, are of the same size. Hence,
the corresponding flips preserve the upper block diagonal form of A1 and A2. As we
explained in the section on triangular matrices, Af1 = F1(A1) = E1At1E1 and Af2 =
F2(A2) = E2At2E2, where we denoted Em1,1 + Em1−1,2 + · · · + E1,m1 by E1 and
En,m1+1 + En−1,m1+2 + · · · + Em1+1,n by E2. We know that the flip preserves the
numerical range (it is composition of the transposition and unitary similarity). What
is more interesting is the fact that flips on both “big” diagonal blocks, A1 and A2,
induce a mapping on the upper right block A12, which gives rise to an additive
numerical range preserver on T(n1, . . . , nr ). We denote this mapping by F12: for
each A12 we have F12(A12) = E1A12E2 with dash indicating complex conjugation
(entrywise). First we prove that in such a case mapping F̂ , which we call double
flip:
F̂ (A) = F̂
([
A1 A12
0 A2
])
=
[
A
f
1 F12(A12)
0 Af2
]
=
[
E1A
t
1E1 E1A12E2
0 E2At2E2
]
,
preserves the numerical range onT(n1, . . . , nr ). This mapping is a generalization of
the mapping G, introduced in the section on the triangular matrices. If it is necessary,
we shall call it (m1, m2) flip.
Lemma 17. Let n = n1 + · · · + nr and suppose there exists j0 ∈ N such that nk =
nj0+1−k for all k ∈ N, 1  k  j0, and nr+1−k = nj0+k for all k ∈ N, 1  k  r −
j0. Then double flip preserves the numerical range on T(n1, . . . , nr ).
Proof. We have to verify that the numerical ranges of A and F̂ (A) are the same for
all A ∈T(n1, . . . , nr ). In accordance with the partition of A we write each unit vec-
tor x ∈ Cn in the form (x1, x2)t with x1 ∈ Cm1 and x2 ∈ Cm2 . Define β = α/α ∈ T,
if α = x∗1A12x2 /= 0, and β = 1 otherwise. Then
y =
[
βE1x1
E2x2
]
is a well-defined unit vector in Cn and, using some obvious properties of E1 and E2,
for example E21 = Im1 , E∗1 = Et1 = E1, one readily checks that〈
F̂ (A)y, y
〉= |β|2(E1x1)∗Af1 (E1x1)+ β(E1x1)∗E1A12E2(E2x2)
+ (E2x2)∗Af2 (E2x2)
= (x∗1A1x1)t + α + (x∗2A2x2)t
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=
[
x1
x2
]∗ [
A1 A12
0 A2
] [
x1
x2
]
= 〈Ax, x〉 .
Applying F̂ two times we get the original matrix; hence, W(A) = W(F̂ (A)). 
Theorem 18. Let n = n1 + · · · + nr, where nj ∈ N for each j ∈ {1, . . . , r}. An ad-
ditive mapping T :T(n1, . . . , nr )→T(n1, . . . , nr ) preserves the numerical range
onT(n1, . . . , nr ) if and only if there exists a unitary matrixU ∈ D(n1, . . . , nr ) such
that T˜ = U∗T (·)U has one of the following possible forms:
(i) identity T˜ (A) = A for all A ∈T(n1, . . . , nr ),
(ii) flip T˜ (A) = Af for all A ∈T(n1, . . . , nr ), if nj = nr+1−j for all 1  j  r,
(iii) double flip T˜ (A) = F̂ (A) for all A ∈T(n1, . . . , nr ), if there exists j0 ∈ N
such that nk = nj0+1−k for all k ∈ N, 1  k  j0, and nr+1−k = nj0+k for all
k ∈ N, 1  k  r − j0.
(iv) composition of the flip followed by a double flip (or vice versa) in the cases
when such composition preserves the block triangular form, i.e., when F̂F (A)
∈T(n1, . . . , nr ) for each A ∈T(n1, . . . , nr ).
Proof. From the lemma above it is clear that double flips and compositions of them
preserve the numerical range and are additive. It can be easily verified that com-
positions of different double flips are double flips or identity. It is known that flip
preserves the numerical range on all matrices; hence, the only condition is that it has
to preserve the block form of matrices. Compositions of numerical range preserving
additive mappings are additive and preserve numerical range. It remains to prove that
these are all possibilities.
Let T be given. Let us look at its action on the subalgebra D(n1, . . . , nr ) of
T(n1, . . . , nr ). It is additive, preserves the numerical range and the form of block
diagonal matrices by Lemma 4 and Corollary 5, using also the same reasoning as
in the proof of Proposition 8. This proposition describes the form of such map-
pings: they are composed of the block permutation, the block unitary similarity
and perhaps transposition in some blocks. Let V = diag(V1, V2, . . . , Vr) be a block
diagonal unitary matrix such that for each j we have either V ∗j T (A)jVj = Aπ(j) or
V ∗j T (A)jVj = Atπ(j), where π(j) denotes the index of that block of A =
diag(A1, A2, . . . , Ar), which is mapped by T to the j th diagonal block T (A)j of
T (A). Then for each block diagonal matrix A ∈ Dn we have V ∗T (A)V =
diag(A+π(1),. . . ,A
+
π(n))with+ denoting either identity or transposition. For the blocks
in which transposition occurs, replace Vj by VjEj , where Ej stands for the anti-di-
agonal of the j th block: Ej+1 = Esj+1,sj+1 + Esj+2,sj+1−1 + · · · + Esj+1,sj+1 with
sk = n1 + · · · + nk . Denote this new block diagonal unitary matrix by U. This yields
that U∗j T (A)jUj is either Aπ(j) or A
f
π(j) for each A ∈ D(n1, . . . , nr ) and each j.
In particular, for matrices in D(n1, . . . , nr ) ∩Tn the images are in this subalgebra
again. Even more, the mapping T˜ : A −→ U∗T (A)U preserves the numerical range
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and form on Tn, because by Lemma 4 the positions of images of matrices Ejj and
Ekk determine possible positions of images of matrices Ejk. Notice that the indices
of diagonal elements in the same block increase in the case of identity and decrease
in the case of flip.
Now invoke what we have learned in the proof of Proposition 15: if T˜ is an addi-
tive numerical range preserver onTn, it maps the diagonal matrices diag(a1, . . . , an)
into the diagonal matrices with either ascending or descending indices (modulo
n). Hence, there exists p ∈ N, p  n, such that either T˜ (A) = diag(ap+1, . . . , an,
a1, . . . , ap) or T˜ (A) = diag(ap, . . . , a1, an, . . . , ap+1) for each A = diag(a1,
. . . , an). In the first case the diagonal blocks are only permuted, and in the second
they are also “flipped”.
If p = n and the indices are ascending, T˜ is identity on Tn, and if the indices are
descending, T˜ is flip onTn. Corollary 5 shows that then T˜ is either identity or flip on
T(n1, . . . , nr ). Of course, this last case can occur only if the dimensions of diagonal
blocks are such that the flip preserves the form of matrices.
Let 1  p < n. If the indices are descending, we restrict T˜ to the subalgebras
T1,p and Tp+1,n of Tn, consisting of the matrices having nonzero entries in the
upper p (lower n− p, respectively) rows only. These restrictions are the numerical
range and the triangular form preserving additive mappings that reverse the order
of diagonal entries. By Proposition 15 they must be flips. Using Corollary 5 we
conclude that T˜ acts as a flip on upper blocks till pth row and as a flip on blocks
below this row. From the description of additive numerical range preservers on Tn
in Proposition 15 we know that such a mapping, restricted to Tn, belongs to Gn. It
follows that besides permuting the entries in upper p rows and right n− p columns,
it also conjugates their values. This gives us a map which we call the double flip. It is
obvious that this is possible only in the case when the dimensions of diagonal blocks
allow both flips.
The last possibility is the ascending order of indices from p + 1 to n and then
from 1 to p. The positions of blocks are determined by the diagonal entries which
means that the diagonal blocks (of sizes n1, . . . , nj ) containing the first p rows
are shifted to the right lower corner and the remaining diagonal blocks are shifted
diagonally to the first n− p rows. Comparing the sizes of diagonal blocks we get
p = n1 + · · · + nj = nr−j+1 + · · · + nr (the first blocks go to the last positions)
and n− p = nj+1 + · · · + nr = n1 + · · · + nr−j (the last blocks are moved to the
first positions). Recalling the proof of Proposition 15 again, we see that such a
map may result as (GF)n−p = (GF)n−p−1G ◦ F = DF with F denoting the flip
and G standing for the mapping discussed in the section on triangular matrices. The
flip preserves the numerical range of any matrix and D = (GF)n−p−1G is a double
flip, more precisely (n− p, p) flip, which also preserves the numerical range on
the block upper triangular matrices with the diagonal blocks of sizes n− p and p,
which includes our case. Let us say that the mapping can be written also in the form
(FG)p = F ◦ (GF)p−1G, i.e., as the composition of a double flip followed by the
flip. 
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In particular, this theorem covers the case of Mn, where such mappings are up
to a unitary similarity either identity or transposition (hidden in the flip), and the
case of Tn, described in Theorem 11. Of course, its formulation and proof are much
simpler if we want to describe all linear mappings preserving the numerical range on
T(n1, . . . , nr ). In [2] it is proved for a generalized numerical range using different
techniques.
Corollary 19. A linear mapping T :T(n1, . . . , nr )→T(n1, . . . , nr ) preserves
the numerical range on T(n1, . . . , nr ) if and only if there exists a unitary matrix
U ∈ D(n1, . . . , nr ) such that
(i) either T (A) = UAU∗ for all A ∈T(n1, . . . , nr ),
(ii) or, if nj = nr+1−j for all 1  j  r, also T (A) = UAf U∗ for all A ∈
T(n1, . . . , nr ).
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